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To design and validate a rapid Simultaneous Multi-slice (SMS) Magnetic Resonance

Elastography technique (MRE), which combines SMS acquisition, in-plane

undersampling and an existing rapid Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MREr)

scheme to allow accelerated data acquisition in healthy volunteers and comparison

against MREr. SMS-MREr sequence was developed by incorporating SMS acquisition

scheme into an existing MREr sequence that accelerates MRE acquisition by acquir-

ing data during opposite phases of mechanical vibrations. The MREr sequence accel-

erated MRE acquisition by acquiring data during opposite phases of mechanical

vibrations. Liver MRE was performed on 23 healthy subjects using MREr and SMS-

MREr sequences, and mean stiffness values were obtained for manually drawn

regions of interest. Linear correlation and agreement between MREr- and SMS-

MREr-based stiffness values were investigated. SMS-MREr reduced the scan time by

half relative to MREr, and allowed acquisition of four-slice MRE data in a single

17-second breath-hold. Visual comparison suggested agreement between MREr and

SMS-MREr elastograms. A Pearson's correlation of 0.93 was observed between stiff-

ness values derived from MREr and SMS-MREr. Bland–Altman analysis demonstrated

good agreement, with −0.08 kPa mean bias and narrow limits of agreement (95% CI:

0.23 to −0.39 kPa) between stiffness values obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr.

SMS can be combined with other fast MRE approaches to achieve further accelera-

tion. This pushes the limit on the acceleration that can be achieved in MRE acquisi-

tion, and makes it possible to conduct liver MRE exams in a single breath-hold.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Hepatitis B and C, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and alcohol abuse, etc., cause liver fibrosis, which is one of the leading causes of

death worldwide, and is accompanied by increased liver stiffness.1 It can progress into liver cirrhosis if left untreated, which cannot be

Abbreviations: CAIPIRINHA, controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration; GRAPPA, generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions; MEG, motion-encoding

gradient; MRE, magnetic resonance elastography; MREr, rapid magnetic resonance elastography; SE-EPI, spin echo – echo planar imaging; SLIM, sample interval modulation; SMS-MREr,

simultaneous multislice rapid magnetic resonance elastography; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
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cured. However, liver fibrosis has been shown to be reversible if detected early.2,3 Therefore, early detection of liver fibrosis has immense

clinical value.

Liver biopsy is the current clinical gold standard for diagnosis and staging of liver fibrosis. However, it has some major limitations and, given

the spatial heterogeneity of the disease and the sampling error, biopsy may result in misdiagnosis.4 Additionally, this procedure can result in com-

plications due to its invasive nature.5 Noninvasive techniques including ultrasound elastography and magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) have

overcome the drawbacks of liver biopsy and emerged as promising tools for the diagnosis and staging of liver fibrosis.

MRE is a noninvasive technique for assessment of tissue stiffness. It involves introduction of waves into the tissue using an external driver,

imaging of these waves using a phase-contrast MRI sequence, and computation of stiffness maps by applying an inversion algorithm to the imaged

waves.6 Feasibility of MRE for stiffness estimation in liver, brain, heart, breast, aorta and lungs has been demonstrated.7-13 In particular, liver MRE

is increasingly being used for the diagnosis and staging of liver fibrosis14-16 by allowing noninvasive high resolution mapping of liver stiffness.

LiverMRE requires acquisition under breath-holds to avoid motion artifacts, and therefore can immensely benefit from accelerated image acqui-

sition. Current clinical protocols for liverMRE data acquisition require one ~ 16–18-second breath-hold per slice, with an in-plane acceleration factor

of 1.4.15,17 The inherent variation between breath-holds results in variation in the orientations of the acquired slices. Also, the interslice gap may not

be uniform across the slices. Therefore, multiple breath-hold acquisitions may limit the anatomical precision that can be achieved usingMRE.

Chamarthi et al proposed a method (referred to as rapid MRE [MREr]) to reduce the acquisition time by acquiring data with the same motion-

encoding gradient (MEG) polarities during opposing phases of mechanical vibration.18 Although MREr reduces the breath-hold duration by 50%,

multiple breath-holds are still needed for the acquisition of multislice data (typically four slices) used for clinical diagnosis. Other techniques, such

as eXpresso MRE,19 use a fractional encoding scheme to simultaneously encode multiple slices per wave cycle to accelerate the acquisition.

Generally, the fractional encoding scheme has lower phase sensitivity compared with the full MEG used in standard gradient recalled echo (GRE)-

MRE. However, it is important to understand that depending on the type of tissue being imaged (ie, with short T2*), the phase-to-noise ratio can

be higher compared with the full encoding scheme, as echo times can be shortened in fractional encoding.20 There exist spin-echo (SE)-based

approaches for efficient MRE encoding along multiple directions, such as sample interval modulation (SLIM)-MRE.21 SLIM-MRE applies MEG in all

the spatial directions during the same readout and shifts the MEGs in such a way so as to capture 3D waves in different harmonics of the

temporal Fourier transform. However, SLIM-MRE has a relatively long TE compared with a standard MRE sequence and has concomitant gradient

field effects. While the SLIM-phase varying technique22 has the same TE as the standard MRE sequence, it suffers from nonuniform flow

compensation. The use of SE-echo planar imaging (EPI) has been proposed to perform highly accelerated MRE examinations to cover a large

volume of the liver, allowing a single breath-hold (ie, 19–32 seconds) liver MRE for a single encoding direction.23 However, geometric distortion

due to Bo inhomogeneities in the phase-encode direction can result in an inaccurate stiffness estimate.24 Furthermore, EPI suffers from other

artifacts, such as N/2 ghosting and chemical shift from fat, which might be potential problems when imaging the liver. Similarly, spiral MRE that

has been initially implemented in the brain25,26 can potentially be used in the liver. As a spiral MRE sequence is more robust to motion and has

relatively higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) efficiency compared with Cartesian sampling techniques. However, a spiral sequence has limitations

with respect to eddy current artifacts and spiral artifacts, which can further bias the stiffness estimates. A compressed sensing-based liver MRE

technique, a Bayesian method for MRE using approximate message passing (BEAM), was implemented27 with random sampling, which could

accelerate the liver MRE scans. However, this technique is computationally intensive28 and potentially requires a graphic processing unit to

reconstruct the images on the scanner.

Simultaneous multislice (SMS) excitation has shown tremendous utility in achieving high acceleration factors for various applications.29-31 How-

ever, its utility in acceleratingMRE acquisition has not been fully explored. The use of SMSwithout in-plane undersampling to accelerateMRE acqui-

sition has been reported previously in the brain.32 Compared with in-plane acceleration, SMS acceleration results in a gain in SNR, which can be

traded for acceleration, eg, by adding in-plane acceleration, reducing the number of phase offsets acquired or reduced motion sensitivity (fractional

encoding) and shorter TR/TE.19,20,33 No studies to date have investigated whether a combination of SMS and in-plane acceleration can be used for

MRE acquisition with adequate quality, despite the additional g-factor penalty introduced by incorporation of SMS. Even more challenging is com-

bining SMS and in-plane accelerationwithMREr, which already has lower SNR compared with traditional acquisition due to reduced TR.18

In this study, we propose the incorporation of SMS acquisition into MREr with in-plane acceleration (SMS-MREr) to enable the acquisition of

clinical four-slice liver MRE data within one 17-second breath-hold. We hypothesize that elastograms with SMS-MREr will be consistent with

those with MREr. To our knowledge, this is the first study that utilizes SMS along with in-plane acceleration for MRE.

2 | THEORY

2.1 | MREr

MRE sequences are designed to encode vibratory motion introduced by an external driver by playing MEGs. In a commonly used GRE-MRE-based

acquisition scheme, images with positive and negative vibration encoding are acquired by playing MEGs with opposing polarities during the same
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phase of external vibration in different TRs. TR, therefore, needs to be a multiple of the time period of mechanical vibrations to ensure that image

acquisition is synchronized with mechanical vibrations (Figure 1A). For instance, the minimum whole-number TR with a vibration frequency of

60 Hz is 50 ms, ie, three vibration cycles. In MREr, images with positive and negative encodings are acquired by playing MEGs with the same

polarity during opposing phases of mechanical vibration (Figure 1B). This makes it possible to make TR equal to integer-and-a-half times the

period of mechanical vibrations. Therefore, MREr allows a 50% reduction in TR, resulting in half the scan time. For instance, the minimum whole

number TR for MREr is 1.5 cycles for a vibration frequency of 60 Hz. Shorter TRs employed in MREr result in some loss in SNR. However, excel-

lent agreement between MREr and traditional acquisitions has been demonstrated.18

2.2 | SMS acquisition and controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration

An SMS acquisition employs multiband pulses to simultaneously excite and acquire multiple slices.34 The simultaneously excited slices are col-

lapsed into a single image. The acceleration achieved due to SMS excitation is equal to the number of simultaneously excited slices, hereafter

referred to as the multiband factor (MB). SMS excitation can be combined with in-plane acceleration, resulting in in-plane aliasing of the collapsed

slices. These collapsed voxels can be separated when the data are acquired using multiple coils, as long as the matrix of coil sensitivities at the col-

lapsed voxels is not ill-conditioned. Insufficient variation in coil sensitivity at collapsed voxels results in noise amplification characterized by the

“geometry factor” or “g-factor”.35 Typically, coil sensitivity variation in the slice direction is not sufficient to allow separation of slices when the

gap between simultaneously excited slices is small. To address this, controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration

(CAIPIRIHNA)-based acquisition schemes are utilized to effectively shift one or more slices in the phase-encode direction.35 In spoiled GRE

sequences, an RF-based CAIPIRINHA approach is used, where the slices are mutually shifted by introducing a slice-dependent phase variation in

the phase-encode direction (ky) by altering the RF pulse phase. This shift between simultaneously excited slices allows the reconstruction to bene-

fit from variation in coil sensitivity in the phase-encode direction. The effect of in-plane undersampling and CAIPIRINHA can be understood from

Figure 2A. In-plane undersampling results in aliasing, whereas CAIPIRINHA results in a shift in the phase-encode direction (middle row). The mag-

nitude image for an acquisition with MB = 2, 2-fold in-plane undersampling and a CAIPIRINHA shift equal to 1/4 of the phase field of view (FOV)

is shown in Figure 2B, top row.

2.3 | Split slice-generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions reconstruction

Split slice-generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) is a k-space-based approach to separate simultaneously acquired

slices.36 It can be used with or without in-plane undersampling. A fully sampled, low-resolution reference scan is required to fit kernels for the

F IGURE 1 Gradient recalled echo-magnetic resonance
elastography (GRE-MRE) and rapid magnetic resonance elastography
(MREr) sequences. (A) Simplified sequence diagram of a GRE-based
MRE sequence. Motion-encoding gradients (MEGs) with alternating
polarities are played every TR for positive and negative motion
encoding, respectively. The GRE-MRE sequence used clinically for liver

MRE typically employs three cycles of external vibration synchronized
to the TR (ie, 50 ms). (B) Simplified MREr sequence diagram. MEGs
with same polarity are played during opposing phases of mechanical
vibration to achieve positive and negative encoding, thus reducing the
required TR to 1.5 cycles of external vibration. In both sequences,
imaging is repeated for four phase offsets with respect to the
mechanical excitation
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separation of slices as well as filling in the missing lines due to in-plane acceleration. Mathematical details of this approach can be found in Cauley

et al.36 Here, we briefly describe reconstruction steps for data acquired with SMS combined with in-plane undersampling:

1. Kernels are fitted to fill the missing lines due to in-plane acceleration on individual reference slices (Figure 2A, row 1).

Reference k-space data are undersampled and phase-shifted according to the utilized CAIPIRINHA scheme (Figure 2A, row 2), and then

added to simulate SMS acquisition with in-plane undersampling (Figure 2A, row 3). Kernels are fitted using a split slice-GRAPPA approach to fit k-

space of the undersampled/CAIPIRINHA shifted images from the acquired data

2. Simultaneously acquired MRE slices (Figure 2B, row 1) are separated in k-space using the kernels fitted in step 2 (Figure 2B, row 2). These

slices are still CAIPIRINHA-shifted and undersampled in k-space.

F IGURE 2 (A) Kernel fitting on
reference data for R = multiband
factor (MB) = 2. All the operations are
performed in k-space, but magnitude
images are displayed for visualization
purposes. Slices 1 and 2 represent
slices that are acquired
simultaneously in the accelerated
magnetic resonance elastography

(MRE) acquisition. Row 1: low-
resolution fully sampled reference
data are used to fit in-plane
generalized autocalibrating partially
parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) kernels
(KG1 and KG2 ) for individual slices. Row
2: k-space data from individual slices
are undersampled and phase-shifted
to match in-plane acceleration and
controlled aliasing in parallel imaging
results in higher acceleration
(CAIPIRINHA) shift for the
accelerated MRE acquisition. Row 3:
images in row 2 are added. Split slice-
GRAPPA kernel fitting is performed,
with row 3 as source and row 2 as
target k-spaces, to obtain slice-
GRAPPA kernels KSG1 and KSG2

.
Please note that KSG1 and KG1 etc.
represent sets of kernels fitted to
individual coil elements.
(B) Reconstruction of data for
R = MB = 2. All the operations are
performed in k-space, but magnitude
images are displayed for visualization
purposes. Row 1: data acquired with
in-plane as well as slice acceleration.
Row 2: slice-GRAPPA kernels KSG1

and KSG2
are applied to the acquired

data to obtain k-space for separated
slices, which are still CAIPIRINHA-
shifted and undersampled by in-plane
acceleration factor. Row 3: in-plane
GRAPPA kernels KG1 and KG2

are

applied to the k-spaces of the
separated slices after undoing the
CAIPIRINHA shift to obtain fully
reconstructed images
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3. In-plane GRAPPA kernels (fitted in step 1) are applied to the separated slices after undoing the CAIPIRINHA shift to obtain fully reconstructed

images.

We used the split slice-GRAPPA algorithm for reconstruction because it has been shown to reduce interslice leakage.36

2.4 | Spurious phase contributions in MRE

As seen in Figure 1, images with four phase offsets between MEG and vibrations with positive as well as negative encoding are acquired in GRE-

MRE as well as in MREr, resulting in eight images per slice. The resultant phase images are referred to as

PO+
0 ,PO

−
0 ,PO

+
π=2,PO

−
π=2,PO

+
π ,PO

−
π ,PO

+
3π=2 andPO

−
3π=2, where PO is the phase offset, the subscript represents MEG phase offset relative to the MEG

used for the first encoding, and the superscript represents the polarity of encoding. The phase in each of these images contains contributions from

thermal noise (ϕPN), off-resonance (ϕB0
), eddy currents (ϕEC), concomitant fields (ϕCF) and motion sensitization due to MEGs (ϕMEG) and imaging

gradients (ϕIG). ϕEC includes the motion-sensitive contribution due to eddy currents. ϕB0
and ϕCF are independent of MEG polarity and phase off-

set. Let POs
θ be one of the phase offset images, where θ∈ 0, π2 ,π,

3π
2

� �
and s ∈ {+,−}, then

POs
θ =ϕB0

+ϕCF +ϕ
θs
PN +ϕθs

EC +ϕ
θs
IG +ϕ

θs
MEG ð1Þ

where the superscript on the right-hand side represents variation across phase offsets and encoding polarities. The dependence of these on phase

offset and encoding polarity is summarized as

ϕθ +
MEG = −ϕθ−

MEG = −ϕ θ + πð Þ+
MEG ð2Þ

ϕθs
IG = −ϕ θ + πð Þs

IG ð3Þ

2.5 | In-plane acceleration, SMS and phase noise

Parallel imaging reduces SNR due to two reasons: first, the acquisition of fewer k-space lines increases noise standard deviation by
ffiffiffi
R

p
, where R is

the in-plane acceleration factor37,38; second, the separation of the voxels aliased as a result of parallel imaging results in a spatially varying amplifi-

cation of noise by the g-factor30,38. Thus

SNRAcc x,yð Þ= SNRNoAcc x,yð Þ
g x,yð Þ ffiffiffi

R
p ð4Þ

where SNRAcc(x,y), SNRNoAcc(x,y) and g(x,y) represent SNR with parallel imaging, SNR without parallel imaging and g-factor as a function of spatial

location. Because phase standard deviation is inversely proportional to image SNR39,

σϕAcc
x,yð Þ

σϕNoAcc
x,yð Þ/ g x,yð Þ

ffiffiffi
R

p
ð5Þ

where σϕAcc
x,yð Þ and σϕNoAcc

x,yð Þ represent phase standard deviation with and without parallel imaging, respectively, as a function of position.

Thus parallel imaging results in an increase in phase noise. In-plane acceleration techniques such as GRAPPA result in penalties due to
ffiffiffi
R

p
as

well as g(x,y). However, SMS acceleration without k-space undersampling results in a g-factor penalty only. With the appropriate use of CAIPIRI-

NHA, the aliasing pattern in the phase-encode direction remains unchanged when SMS acceleration is used instead of in-plane acceleration.

Consequently, for spatially close simultaneously excited slices, g-factor for a given MB is very similar to that with an identical R. In contrast to in-

plane acceleration, multislice acceleration does not suffer from
ffiffiffi
R

p
penalty, and therefore can be the preferred choice for accelerated imaging for

multislice acquisitions.

3 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

The protocol was approved by the institutional review board. Written informed consent was obtained and documented for all volunteers.

Twenty-three healthy subjects (16 males and seven females) aged 22–74 years participated in this study.
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3.1 | Image acquisition

All imaging was performed on a 1.5 T MRI scanner (Aera, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).

3.1.1 | Human volunteers

Standard vendor-provided body matrix and spine coils were used as receive coils (Siemens); 10–20 receive channels were automatically selected

by the scanner software based on coil placement and slice prescription. A commercial pneumatic driver system was used to introduce 60 Hz

mechanical vibrations in each subjects liver (Resoundant, Mayo Clinic Foundation, Rochester, MN). The passive driver was placed anterior on the

subject's body close to the liver and secured with an elastic belt. The passive driver was connected via a plastic tube to the active driver, which

was placed outside the scan room to induce 60 Hz vibrations into the liver.

MREr18 and the developed SMS-MREr sequences were used to acquire MRE data. Figure 1B shows the sequence diagram of MREr, where

the polarity of the MEGs remains the same in each TR, but the TR is adjusted to fit 1.5 cycles of the external motion instead of three cycles.

Multiband pulses with the CAIPIRINHA phase-cycling scheme were incorporated into the MREr sequence to develop the SMS-MREr sequence.

The following imaging parameters were identical for both the MREr and SMS-MREr sequences: TE = 21.4 ms; TR = 25 ms; FOV = 360 x

360 mm2; flip angle = 20�; slice thickness = 5 mm; four slices with a 0 mm gap; acquisition matrix = 128 x 64; 2.8 x 6.7 x 5 mm3 voxel size; vibra-

tion frequency = 60 Hz; flow-compensated trapezoidal MEG with 27 mT/m amplitude and 16.67 ms duration (60 Hz) along the slice direction.

Motion-encoding efficiency for the MEG used in this study was 16.4 μm/rad. For each slice, images were acquired with four phase offsets

between MEG and vibrations with positive as well as negative encoding, resulting in eight images per slice (Figure 1). A GRAPPA acceleration fac-

tor of 2 with 24 reference lines (equivalent to R = 1.45) was utilized in MREr to reduce the breath-hold duration per slice to 8 seconds.37 For

SMS-MREr, we used MB = 2 along with an in-plane undersampling factor of 2 with eight reference lines, which were not used in the reconstruc-

tion. This resulted in a 14.4-second acquisition for four slices. A 2-second low-resolution GRE-based reference scan was acquired immediately

before SMS-MREr acquisition to serve as a reference scan for split slice-GRAPPA reconstruction,36 resulting in a total breath-hold duration of

17 seconds for the acquisition of four slices. All images were reconstructed using custom MATLAB scripts. Slice-GRAPPA and in-plane GRAPPA

kernel sizes were 5 x 5 and 4 x 5, respectively. Final images were interpolated to a 256 x 256 matrix. Individual coil images were combined by

using voxel-wise optimal combination based on coil sensitivities, while assuming zero noise correlation between the coils.38 Total reconstruction

time (excluding time required to load data) per dataset was 15–16 seconds on a standalone computer.

3.1.2 | Phantom experiments

To validate SMS-MREr and the phase noise measure proposed below, and to investigate different combinations of slice gap and in-plane/SMS

acceleration factors, we imaged a PVC gel phantom. A cylindrical PVC gel phantom was imaged in a 1.5 T MRI scanner (Aera, Siemens). The phan-

tom was placed in a standard head/neck coil with 24 receive channels and 60 Hz vibration was induced from the bottom of the phantom. Axial

slices were acquired by encoding through-plane motion with imaging parameters identical to those used for in vivo liver MRE scans, with the

exceptions noted below. MRE acquisition was performed using the following combinations of imaging sequences and parallel imaging parameters:

1. GRE-MRE with TR = 50 ms and R = 1.45 (uniform undersampling factor RSENSE of 2 with 24 reference lines).

2. MREr with R = 1.45 (RSENSE = 2 with 24 reference lines).

3. MREr with R = 2.28 (RSENSE = 4 with 16 reference lines).

4. MREr with R = 1.88 (RSENSE = 4 with 24 reference lines).

5. SMS-MREr with R = 2 and MB = 2 (separate reference scan as described above).

6. SMS-MREr with R = 1 and MB = 4 (separate reference scan as described above).

Each of the aforementioned setups was repeated with three slice gaps: 0%, 100% and 200%, resulting in 18 acquisition schemes for phantom

data. Five replicates were acquired for each scheme.

3.2 | Stiffness estimation

Phase images with positive and negative MEG encoding were subtracted to obtain PO0,POπ/2, POπ and PO3π/2, where PO0 = arge
i PO+

0 −PO–
0ð Þ , etc.

This removes phase accrual due to static field inhomogeneity as well as concomitant fields and doubles the vibration-induced phase. Stiffness
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calculations were performed on an image set {PO0,POπ/2,POπ,PO3π/2} using MRELab (Mayo Clinic). The displacement images were Fourier-

transformed in the time domain to obtain the first harmonic displacement field. Four directional filters were applied to remove the reflected

waves. (As explained in Manduca et al,40 the directional filters are a product of radial and spatially directional components, and are oriented in

time as well with Butterworth bandpass cutoff frequencies). Then a Butterworth bandpass filter with cutoff values of 2–128 waves/FOV was

applied to remove the longitudinal waves. Finally, the filtered first harmonic displacement field was inverted using a 2D multimodal direct inver-

sion (MMDI) with a 95% confidence threshold mask41 to obtain the stiffness maps. This inversion was the same as the inline stiffness maps pro-

duced on the scanner. Identical regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn on SMS-MREr- and MREr-derived stiffness maps to obtain

average stiffness values. The ROIs were drawn to include liver regions with adequate wave propagation, while excluding (1) major blood vessels,

(2) areas affected by flow artifacts, and (3) areas with less than 95% confidence level, as determined by the MMDI algorithm. Average liver ROI

size was 2289 ± 899 mm2 per slice.

3.3 | Phase noise estimation

We developed the following approach to estimate thermal noise contribution to phase noise: images N1 = argei PO0 +POπð Þ and N2 = arge
i POπ=2 + PO3π=2ð Þ

were obtained (Figure 3). Phase accrual due to static field inhomogeneity, concomitant field and motion sensitization due to MEGs and imaging

gradients were cancelled out in PO0…PO3π/2 (Equations (1) to (3)). N1 and N2 therefore contain thermal noise contribution and phase accrual due

to eddy currents. Additionally, imperfect alignment between images to be added can result in residual contribution of shear waves to N1 and N2.

We therefore obtained Nf
1and Nf

2by spatially high-pass filtering N1 and N2 using the following kernel:

1
9

−1 −1 −1

−1 8 −1

−1 −1 −1

2
64

3
75 ð6Þ

Nf
1 and Nf

2 were used as surrogates for phase noise. We define ηRMS =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
x,y,zð Þ∈ROI Nf

1 x,y,zð Þð Þ2
q

+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
x,y,zð Þ∈ROI Nf

2 x,y,zð Þð Þ2
q

2:
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nROI

p as a heuristic measure of phase

noise strength, where ROI represents a set of voxels within a manually drawn ROI and nROI represents the number of voxels within the ROI. Iden-

tical ROIs were drawn on MREr and SMS-MREr phase noise images to include areas without phase aliasing and flow artifacts to obtain ηRMS for

both methods.

3.4 | G-factor estimation

We estimated g-factor and noise amplification (g
ffiffiffi
R

p
) maps for each setup using the pseudo multiple replica-based method proposed in Robson

et al42 with some minor modifications. Briefly, the channel noise covariance matrix was computed using noise measurements, consisting of

F IGURE 3 Estimation of phase noise:
estimated noise images N2 and N2 are

obtained by adding phase difference
images acquired during opposing phases
of mechanical vibrations. N1 and N2 are
filtered to remove spatially smooth
variations. Averaged spatial RMS (over an
ROI) of the resultant images is computed
to obtain ηRMS
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256 points in the case of human data and 256 x 256 points in the case of phantom data. Pseudo replicates of complex Gaussian noise were gener-

ated by using a Cholesky factorization-based approach. We used a noise-only pseudo multiple replica instead of adding a signal component due

to linearity of the entire reconstruction chain. Pseudo multiple replicas of fully sampled (n = 250) and accelerated data (n = 125) were

reconstructed using the procedure identical to that used for the acquired data. GRAPPA/slice-GRAPPA weights estimated from the acquired data

were used to reconstruct pseudo multiple replicas of accelerated acquisitions. Coil combination was performed as described in section 3.1. Stan-

dard deviations of real and imaginary parts of fully reconstructed pseudo random replicas were averaged to estimate the standard deviation of

the noise propagated to the final reconstruction. g
ffiffiffi
R

p
was estimated as the ratio between the standard deviation of “accelerated” and fully sam-

pled pseudo multiple replicas.

F IGURE 5 Validation of ηRMS. An
excellent linear relationship between ηRMS

and g
ffiffiffi
R

p
as well as spatially averaged

phase standard deviation ( �σΔϕ ) is
observed, as seen in (A) and (B). R2 values
for ηRMS versus g

ffiffiffi
R

p
and ηRMS versus �σΔϕ

are 0.9988 and 0.9983, respectively

F IGURE 4 Comparison of different
acquisition schemes: (A) PO0 maps from phantom
data are shown. Excellent agreement is observed
between all approaches, except for rapid magnetic
resonance elastography (MREr) with R = 2.28,
which exhibits pronounced noise. Lines profiles of
gradient recalled echo (GRE)-MRE as well as three
MREr schemes with the greatest signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) efficiency (Table 1) are compared in

(B). The results shown were obtained for a slice
gap = 0. Very similar results were obtained for
100% and 200% slice gaps
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3.5 | Statistical analysis of liver MRE data

A paired t-test was performed to detect any systematic difference between the mean ROI stiffness values obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr.

A least squares linear regression was performed to investigate the relationship between mean stiffness values obtained using both methods. Fur-

thermore, Bland–Altman analysis was performed to investigate the agreement in mean stiffness values obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr.43

ηRMS values were also compared between MREr and SMS-MREr acquisitions using a paired t-test. We also compared the percentage of reliable

voxels (voxels with 95% or greater confidence level, as determined by MMDI algorithm) between MREr and SMS-MREr. First, a tissue mask was

obtained for each subject, consisting of voxels with intensities above a threshold for both MREr and SMS-MREr magnitude images. Then we

obtained the percentage of reliable voxels in the tissue mask for MREr and SMS-MREr, and compared those using a paired t-test.

3.6 | Validation of ηRMS as a measure of phase noise strength

For each acquisition scheme used for phantom data, we obtained the following:

• ηRMS for the first replicate.

• Spatially averaged phase standard deviation ( �σΔϕ ):

�. Standard deviation maps (across five replicates) for PO0,POπ/2, POπ and PO3π/2 were obtained.

�. Standard deviation maps obtained in the previous step were averaged across phase offsets.

�. �σΔϕ was obtained by averaging the map obtained in the previous step over an ROI.

�σΔϕ served as a direct measure of phase standard deviation. The linear relationship between ηRMS and �σΔϕ was investigated to validate ηRMS. Fur-

thermore, we investigated the relationship between g
ffiffiffi
R

p
and ηRMS.

3.7 | Comparison between acceleration strategies

We compared g-factor and g
ffiffiffi
R

p
values (averaged over an ROI) for MREr with different combinations of R and MB. We also compared relative

SNR efficiency for all of the compared techniques, defined as 1
g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R:tacq

p , where tacq represents total imaging time, including that used for reference

scans.

4 | RESULTS

Table 1 shows the total acquisition time, g-factor (quartiles 1, 2 and 3), g
ffiffiffi
R

p
(quartiles 1, 2 and 3), SNR efficiency and average stiffness estimate

for different combinations of in-plane and slice acceleration factors in a PVC gel phantom with a slice gap = 0. As expected, g-factor is lowest for

R = 2 and MB = 1. Highest SNR efficiency was observed with MB = 4 and R = 1. Of all the approaches with an overall acceleration factor of

>1.45, the SMS-based approaches exhibited the highest SNR efficiency. Stiffness values obtained using SMS-MREr exhibited excellent agreement

with those obtained using GRE-MRE.

As can be observed from Table 1, estimated stiffness values decrease with g
ffiffiffi
R

p
. To investigate whether this bias is caused by increased noise

associated with higher acceleration factors, we estimated stiffness values from data with R = 2 and MB = 2, averaged across one, three and five

repetitions, respectively (slice gap = 0), which were observed to be 5.66 ± 0.36, 5.75 ± 0.32 and 5.78 ± 0.30 kPa, respectively, for a slice,

suggesting that the estimated stiffness value gets closer to that from GRE-MRE acquisition (5.77 ± 0.30 kPa) as SNR is increased through

averaging.

Figure 4A shows PO0 maps for GRE-MRE and different MREr schemes for slice gap = 0 in a PVC gel phantom. Visual comparison reveals

excellent agreement between the GRE-MRE and MREr approaches, except for R = 2.28, which shows pronounced noise. Figure 4B shows line

profiles from the GRE-MRE and three (SMS)-MREr schemes with the highest SNR efficiency. Excellent agreement was observed between GRE-

MRE and the compared MREr schemes.

Figure 5 shows that ηRMS exhibits an excellent linear relationship with �σΔϕ (R2 = 0.9988) as well as g
ffiffiffi
R

p
(R2 = 0.9983). This demonstrates that

ηRMS is a valid measure of average strength of phase noise over an ROI.

Figure 6 shows magnitude and phase difference images from reconstructed MREr and SMS-MREr data. Visual inspection suggests that the

simultaneously acquired images were successfully separated using the split slice-GRAPPA algorithm. Identical anatomical structures and phase

patterns can be observed in MREr and SMS-MREr. However, flow artifacts are manifested in different ways in MREr and SMS-MREr images: flow
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in MREr reconstructions results in ghosting patterns that extend into the air region, whereas the corresponding artifacts in SMS-MREr reconstruc-

tions are more localized. Line profiles from MREr and SMS-MREr phase difference images show excellent agreement (Figure 6C).

Magnitude, g-factor, wave and stiffness images from a volunteer with normal stiffness are shown in Figure 7(I). Wave and stiffness maps

obtained using both methods show excellent agreement. The stiffness values obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr are 1.77 ± 0.48 and

1.84 ± 0.46 kPa, respectively. First, second and third quartile g-factor values for MREr and SMS-MREr are 1.02/1.06/1.10 and 1.32/1.43/1.52,

respectively.

Figure 7(II) shows the magnitude, g-factor, wave and stiffness images from a volunteer with elevated stiffness. Again, excellent visual agree-

ment is observed between the results obtained with both techniques. The stiffness values obtained for this volunteer using MREr and SMS-MREr

are 2.84 ± 0.62 and 2.54 ± 0.59 kPa, respectively. First, second and third quartile g-factor values for MREr and SMS-MREr from the same ROI are

0.93/0.97/1.00 and 1.31/1.43/1.52, respectively

Figures 7(I) And 7(II) suggest that the results obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr are in agreement for a range of stiffness values.

Indeed, an excellent linear relationship between the mean stiffness values obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr was observed, as demon-

strated by a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.93 (ie, R2 = 0.87) (figure 8A), albeit with a slight negative bias in SMS-MREr (P = 0.02).

Additionally, Bland–Altman analysis demonstrated excellent agreement between the stiffness values obtained using MREr and SMS-MREr

(Figure 8B). A maximum difference of 0.39 kPa was observed between MREr- and SMS-MREr-derived mean stiffness values across all

23 subjects

ηRMS in in vivo data was observed to be significantly higher for SMS-MREr compared with MREr (0.0312 ± 0.0188 vs. 0.019 ± 0.0069 radians,

P < 0.0001), suggesting that MREr noise levels are lower compared with SMS-MREr noise levels. First, second and third quartile g-factor values

for SMS-MREr were also significantly higher than those for MREr (1.39 ± 0.22/1.53 ± 0.23/1.66 ± 0.27 vs. 0.98 ± 0.05/1.03 ± 0.06/1.09 ± 0.07,

P < 0.0001). Figure S1 shows that the ratio between g-factor values of MREr and SMS-MREr has a strong linear relationship with the ratio

between their ηRMS (R
2 = 0.77, P < 0.0001). The percentage of reliable voxels within an intensity-based tissue mask was significantly higher for

MREr compared with SMS-MREr (48.4% ± 6.1% vs. 44.2% ± 5.7%, P < 0.0001).

5 | DISCUSSION

Liver MRE can benefit from accelerated acquisition. Shorter imaging times will not only result in greater patient comfort, but also help in avoiding

multiple breath-hold acquisitions, which are expected to result in a loss of anatomical precision due to inconsistency between breath-holds. The

proposed approach achieved these goals. In this study, we demonstrated for the first time that it was possible to combine SMS and in-plane accel-

eration for liver MRE. This, combined with the MREr approach, enables highly accelerated diagnostic MRE data. Higher acceleration achieved by

our approach enabled single breath-hold acquisition for typical diagnostic liver MRE acquisition.

TABLE 1 Comparison between acquisition times, g, g
ffiffiffi
R

p
, relative signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) efficiency and average PVC phantom stiffness

estimates across acquisition schemes: Q1, Q2 and Q3 represent the first, second and third quartiles. Second quartile g values are used to
compute SNR efficiency. Simultaneous multislice rapid magnetic resonance elastography (SMS-MREr)-based acquisitions result in the shortest
scan durations, but result in higher g-factor penalties compared with MREr-based acquisitions with R ≤ 1.88. SMS-MREr with R = 1 and multiband
factor (MB) = 4 results in the shortest scan duration with the greatest relative SNR efficiency. Average stiffness estimates are consistent between
the approaches, with the exception of MREr, with R = 2.28. The results shown were obtained for a slice gap = 0. Very similar results were
obtained for 100% and 200% slice gaps

MREr

R = 1.45

(RSENSE 2, 24 ref lines)

MREr

R = 2.28

(RSENSE 4, 16 ref

lines)

MREr

R = 1.88

(RSENSE 4, 24 ref lines)

SMS-MREr

R = 2, MB = 2

SMS-MREr

R = 1, MB = 4

tacq (s) 36 23 28 17 15

g Q1 = 0.90 Q2 = 0.92

Q3 = 0.94

Q1 = 2.73

Q2 = 3.08

Q3 = 3.50

Q1 = 1.06 Q2 = 1.10

Q3 = 1.14

Q1 = 1.04 Q2 = 1.09

Q3 = 1.14

Q1 = 1.08 Q2 = 1.14

Q3 = 1.20

g
ffiffiffi
R

p
Q1 = 1.08 Q2 = 1.11

Q3 = 1.14

Q1 = 4.13

Q2 = 4.66

Q3 = 5.30

Q1 = 1.46

Q2 = 1.52 Q3 = 1.57

Q1 = 1.48 Q2 = 1.55

Q3 = 1.62

Q1 = 1.08 Q2 = 1.14

Q3 = 1.20

SNR efficiency =
1

g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R:tacq

p
0.15 0.04 0.12 0.16 0.23

Average stiffness

(kPa)

5.73 ± 0.31 4.44 ± 0.81 5.67 ± 0.36 5.66 ± 0.36 5.69 ± 0.37
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Stiffness values obtained using SMS-MREr and MREr methods exhibited high linear correlation and excellent agreement. Although SMS-

MREr-derived stiffness values were lower than those obtained using MREr by 0.08 kPa, this bias is very small. This bias can be explained by the

increased phase noise levels observed in SMS-MREr data, since phase variation due to noise will be interpreted by the inversion algorithm as high

spatial frequency content. This explanation is consistent with the data presented in Table 1, which suggests that negative bias in stiffness

estimates (compared with GRE-MRE estimates) increases monotonically with g
ffiffiffi
R

p
. This is also supported by the fact that averaging multiple

repetitions increases stiffness estimates and brings them closer to those observed with GRE-MRE. Increased noise observed in SMS-MREr can

have various sources. First, SMS-MREr suffers from an additional g-factor penalty compared with MREr (Figure 5). Second, MREr acquisition

includes integrated GRAPPA reference lines, which are incorporated into reconstruction. This results in an SNR gain over SMS-MREr, which relies

on separately acquired reference lines.

Simultaneous excitation of closely spaced slices may result in some additional artifacts due to leakage between the spatial profiles of the

bands within the pulse. However, we have found no evidence for this in vivo for the tested setting, ie, MB = 2 and R = 2. The phantom study did

not reveal a contradictory result. Analysis of phantom data with four simultaneously excited slices indicates that the stiffness estimate obtained

with a 0% slice gap (5.69 ± 0.37 kPa) is in excellent agreement with those obtained with 100% (5.72 ± 0.34 kPa) and 200% (5.66 ± 0.37 kPa) slice

gaps. Moreover, displacement images with MB = 4 are in excellent agreement with those obtained without SMS (Figure 8). The observed

consistency between MREr and SMS-MREr indicates that SMS-MREr phase difference SNR is adequate for robust stiffness estimation, despite

the observed reduction in SNR.43

A reduced number of reliable voxels in SMS-MREr was observed compared with MREr, which also can be explained by the increased phase

noise in SMS-MREr. This reduction may be of little consequence in cases where most of the voxels of interest already have a high phase contrast-

F IGURE 6 Comparison of reconstructed
rapid magnetic resonance elastography (MREr)
and simultaneous multislice rapid magnetic
resonance elastography (SMS-MREr) images
corresponding to one of the phase offsets. Slices
(1, 3) and (2, 4) were acquired simultaneously for
SMS-MREr. Magnitude images reconstructed
from MREr and SMS-MREr show almost identical
anatomical features (A). Very similar features can
be seen in MREr and SMS-MREr phase difference
images, particularly in the regions with high wave
amplitudes (B), also evident from the line profiles
(C). Phase difference images were obtained by
subtracting phase images with positive and
negative encoding
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to-noise ratio. However, it may be necessary to use acquisitions with lower acceleration (eg, MREr only, SMS only or standard GRE-MRE) in cases

where phase contrast is low due to insufficient penetration of vibrations (eg, in obese patients) or where SNR is too low (eg, in patients with a high

iron load) to ensure that reliable stiffness estimates can be obtained in the regions to be evaluated.

Some of the MRE studies utilize phase-difference SNR (PDSNR) to compare SNR levels between acquisition methods.18,44 In this approach,

phase noise level is estimated based on the standard deviation of the air region. Therefore, PDSNR comparisons can be misleading when an air

region is differently affected by image artifacts for the techniques to be compared, as observed in the current study. To avoid that, we have

proposed the use of RMS phase noise ηRMS to compare phase noise levels between MREr and SMS-MREr. Calculation of ηRMS does not rely on

any assumptions about the relationship between noise in the air region and phase noise level in tissue, and is based on direct measurement of the

F IGURE 7 Images from subjects
with normal (I) and elevated
(II) stiffness. Visual inspection
suggests that magnitude (A, B), wave
snapshot (C, D) and stiffness (G, H)
images are very similar for rapid
magnetic resonance elastography
(MREr) and simultaneous multislice
rapid magnetic resonance

elastography (SMS-MREr) for both
subjects (I and II). Mean stiffness
values of 1.77 ± 0.48 kPa and
1.84 ± 0.46 kPa were observed for
MREr and SMS-MREr, respectively, in
the subject with low stiffness (I).
Stiffness values from the subject with
high stiffness were 2.84 ± 0.62 kPa
and 2.54 ± 0.59 kPa for MREr and
SMS-MREr, respectively. These
stiffness values were obtained from
ROIs drawn to exclude blood vessels,
areas with insufficient phase
difference signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
(indicated by the checker) and areas
with apparent flow artifacts. Higher
g-factors are observed for SMS-MREr
compared with MREr (E, F) in both
cases

F IGURE 8 (A) Plot between rapid magnetic resonance elastography (MREr) and simultaneous multislice rapid magnetic resonance
elastography (SMS-MREr) derived stiffness values. A strong linear relation is observed with R2 = 0.87 with sum of squared error (SSE) = 0.54. The
fitted line has slope = 1.03 and an intercept of −0.15 kPa, suggesting slight negative bias in the SMS-MREr-derived stiffness estimate. (B) Bland–
Altman plot. A bias of −0.08 is observed in SMS-MREr-derived stiffness values. All bias measurements except one were found to lie within ±1.96
standard deviations from the mean bias, demonstrating excellent agreement between MREr and SMS-MREr
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RMS value of the residual phase when images with opposing phase offsets are added. Therefore, it can serve as an alternative to PDSNR in cases

where the use of background noise to estimate phase noise is undesirable. There was an excellent linear relationship between ηRMS and �σΔϕ as

well as g
ffiffiffi
R

p
, indicating that ηRMS is indeed a valid measure for estimating phase noise strength. One limitation of the proposed approach is that

motion between the acquisition of images with different phase offsets can result in imperfect cancellation of the shear waves in N1 and N2.

Although high-pass filtering (Figure 3) decreases spatially smooth variations in the images, residual shear-wave contribution can result in inflated

ηRMS values. Nonetheless, this effect is randomized across acquisitions, and therefore ηRMS can be a valuable tool for noise comparison across

techniques, even in the presence of subject motion.

Our phantom study demonstrated excellent correspondence between GRE-MRE and SMS-MREr with R = 2 and MB = 2 (the setting used for

liver SMS-MREr acquisitions). This demonstrates the validity of SMS-MREr as an alternative to GRE-MRE, which requires 4-fold longer acquisi-

tion. Although we chose to use R = 2 with MB = 2 for liver data (instead of R = 1 and MB = 4) to avoid potential artifacts due to overlap between

slice profiles of the simultaneously excited slices, our phantom study suggests that R = 1 with MB = 4 is the most SNR-efficient setting of all the

R/MB combinations investigated in this study. This can be attributed to the fact that SMS avoids
ffiffiffi
R

p
penalty due to k-space undersampling.

In this study, we have focused on adding slice acceleration to further accelerate an existing MREr protocol with in-plane acceleration. How-

ever, it is possible to combine SMS (without in-plane acceleration) with other strategies for accelerated MRE. As discussed in section 2, in-plane

acceleration reduces the SNR by g
ffiffiffi
R

p
. By contrast, SMS without in-plane acceleration only results in a g-factor penalty, and therefore switching

from in-plane acceleration to SMS acceleration has the advantage of increasing SNR by
ffiffiffi
R

p
. This increased SNR can be traded for acceleration,

eg, by reducing the number of phase offsets acquired or reduced motion sensitivity (fractional encoding) and shorter echo times/TR. A thorough

investigation of such combinations is beyond the scope of this study.

This study has some limitations. First, the acquisition time for SMS-MREr can be further reduced: the split slice-GRAPPA algorithm does not

require acquisition of integrated in-plane reference lines for simultaneously excited slices.36 However, we did not disable the acquisition of the

reference lines to allow rapid prototyping of the pulse sequence, and used the minimum number of reference lines that were allowed by the exis-

ting sequence framework. An additional reduction of 1.6 seconds could be achieved if no integrated reference lines were acquired, when using

the protocol used in this study. Second, higher levels of phase noise in SMS-MREr data may become a potential problem when the signal from the

liver is low due to increased iron content, or when wave penetration is limited by conditions such as obesity. Signal loss can be circumvented by

using fractional encoding with a shorter TE. Attenuation of motion-related phase due to fractional encoding or reduced penetration can be over-

come by using stronger actuation or systems with higher gradient amplitudes to increase motion sensitivity. Third, our cohort did not include

patients, and therefore this study does not fully span the clinically relevant range of stiffness values. Fourth, although we did not find any

evidence for artifacts due to interslice leakage, our study design does not allow a thorough assessment of this effect. Finally, variation between

breath-holds when collecting multiple slices using MREr and all slices in a breath-hold for SMS-MREr can introduce additional differences in

stiffness estimates due to: (1) change in contact area between the passive driver and the subject, and (2) spatial misalignment between the

acquisitions.

Future work will focus on further improving the SMS-MREr image quality by choosing the optimal combination of in-plane and slice accelera-

tion factors. This improved protocol will be used to assess the equivalence between MREr- and SMS-MREr-based stiffness estimates in a larger

cohort, including a patient population with higher levels of liver stiffness.

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated the development of SMS along with in-plane acceleration for liver MRE application. Excellent

agreement in stiffness estimates between SMS-MREr and MREr was also demonstrated, indicating that SMS-MREr can be a potential clinical tool

for liver MRE to acquire four slices in a breath-hold. However, further studies with a larger cohort are still warranted.
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